
Week 5 afternoon plan 

This week is all about geography and there are fantastic websites called Sporcle and Seterra which have 

lots of quizzes for you to use. They are not just aimed at children, so invite your family to join in with these 

activities.  

Monday 
https://online.seterra.com/en/vgp/3007 
This week we will be looking at Europe. There are loads of countries in Europe (far more than when I was 
your age) and it is really tricky to remember where they all are. The website links to a quiz where you 
have to click on a map to show where each country is. The website then gives you a score as a 
percentage, and tells you how long it took you. Now, you can do this with an atlas so that you score 
100%, but it will take longer and the time is ticking away. I tried to do it from memory, and I didn’t do 
very well with some areas of Europe! However, I had another go, and improved my percentage. This is 
what I want you to do. Keep playing the game until your score improves. Some countries, like France, 
Spain, Portugal, UK etc. you will learn very quickly, but others may take a little longer. Get your parents 
to play with you.  
 

Tuesday 
Russia is a huge country and stretches across so much of the globe that it contains many different 
biomes. 
https://www.natgeokids.com/uk/discover/geography/countries/russia-facts/ 
Use the website to find out things about Russia that you didn’t already know. Then choose one of the 
iconic images on the sheet in your learning pack and create a piece of artwork. You might do an accurate 
drawing or painting, or you might make a model of something in the picture. You might create a pattern 
based on something you have seen in the pictures. The choice is up to you. If you are struggling, I have 
included a colouring sheet, but I would rather see something of your own. 
 

Wednesday 
Today is French Day for you! I have included 2 links to videos of people making croissants. The first is a 
French chef and I am sure his croissants are very authentic! However, it is a very complicated recipe. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=2OAUM0MRgQw 
The second video is a little bit simpler to follow, but the chef isn’t French! She also does some variations 
on the standard croissant. 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=K689erbK3XI 
Your task today is to write instructions for how to make croissants. Look at some recipes online or in 
books to see how the instructions are laid out. Set your instructions out in a similar way. 
There are other tasks you could do this afternoon if you prefer. You could MAKE some croissants if you 
have all of the ingredients and your parents are happy to help you, or you could find another French 
recipe to write or make. The choice is yours. 
 

Thursday 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AvFl6UBZLv4 
The video shows how different religions spread around the world. At the bottom of the map is a timeline 
which helps you to see when all the different religions started. Your task is to write down the 
approximate time when each of the 5 religions started (Buddhism isn’t really a religion as Buddhists 
don’t have a God, but it is a popular belief system) and you might be able to add details about why each 
religion began. 
Then I would like you to colour in a blank world map in your learning pack, showing which is the main 
religion in each area. Use 5 different colours for the 5 religions, but make sure you complete the key to 
show what each colour means. 
You might know about some other religions too, so feel free to find out about those. 
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Friday 
https://www.jetpunk.com/user-quizzes/281549/european-countries-with-flags-and-capitals 
This is another quiz to warm your brain up. Be warned – time is very short and I couldn’t type in all the 
countries in the time! 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CJeuVeOSbWk 
This is a video of the flags and capitals of the European countries, which might help you learn some. The 
aim is not to learn EVERYTHING, but to increase your knowledge of the world a little bit. There are a few 
Asian countries which have snuck onto this video – can you spot them? 
In your pack is a sheet of European flags, and a sheet of the names of European countries. There is also a 
sheet of capital cities if you really want to challenge yourself. 
You need to cut up the flags, the capitals and the countries and try to match them up. Use an atlas or the 
internet to help you. This is not easy! If you prefer, there is an online version on the website below. 
https://www.sporcle.com/games/BR8N03epsilon/countries-capitals-flags-ohmy 
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